WORKING NOTE

Three Ball Juggling

Andy Holder, Mhairi Cameron and Mike Green
To lead is a demanding and complex business. It is no surprise therefore that leadership
abounds with many books and models of ‘how to do it’. We have found that despite this
many leaders welcome a straightforward guide as to what to keep in mind as they tackle a
particular challenge.
We set out below a model we devised which attempts to be a straightforward guide to the
leadership terrain. It is not new but brings together three familiar aspects of leadership –
having a vision and having a way of delivering these business outcomes, negotiating with
stakeholders and interests; and taking people emotionally and behaviourally with the change.
These are the three ‘balls’ which leaders need to ‘juggle’. Leadership has similarities to
juggling because the focus of attention is continually changing as ‘balls’ require more or less
attention. It is also dependent on the particular skills of the juggler (or jugglers) at the centre
of it all.
There are five aspects that require attention in leadership (and juggling).
Leadership starts from ourselves. It comes from a personal or small group concern to
act or get something done. It draws upon our knowledge, character and skills. To lead well
requires good self knowledge - to be aware of our drives, character and style.
Leadership must then juggle three aspects of the particular situation:




Focusing on what needs to be done – the vision and business outcomes;
Spotting who is for and who against the change and finding a way forward –

negotiating with interests;

Enabling those involved to emotionally and behaviourally adapt – the people and

cultural dimension.

Click here to download the Three Ball Juggling Interactive Application.
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Leadership is also inevitably within a context and does not happen in a vacuum. It
must account for the context – how the context shapes what can be done and how what is
done begins to shape the context.
A leader is at the centre of these processes, shaping and directing them, though not, of
course, always responsible for carrying them out. What is critical is that although one aspect
seems central at any time, e.g. developing a strategy, a leader’s role is - like a juggler’s keeping an eye on other aspects at the same time, e.g. building support, allaying fears.
When it comes to leading a particular change each of the three ‘balls’ involves a wide range
of activities and effective leadership is about ensuring each is dealt with at the appropriate
time. We used the model in the Leadership Development Commission Strategy and the
IDeA’s guide for Cabinets and Corporate management teams: Inside Top Teams – A Practical
Guide available from Local Government Improvement and Development/Knowledge or on this
site.
Some key questions to keep in mind are;
Understanding our personal and team leadership
How well do you know your personal/team characteristics, skills and knowledge?
Focusing on developing and delivering clear outcomes
What vision do you have and what outcomes do you want?
How are they practically to be achieved?
Spotting stakeholders interests and negotiating a way forward through influence,
authority and power
What interests and voices are there linked to this change?
How do you negotiate a way forward?
Enabling people to adapt emotionally and behaviourally
What challenges, possibilities and dilemmas will individuals face?
How can they be enabled to face the emotionally and behaviourally challenging changes?
The Context
How well does the context of what else is happening define your room for manoeuvre?
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The competing demands of leadership

COMMUNITY

Leading Interests and
Stakeholders
 Enhancing democratic
engagement
 Facilitating the politician/
manager interface
 Delivering and improving
customer services
 Promoting citizen, rights
and duties
 Involving stakeholders
 Incorporating diversity
 Partnership working
 Championing community
concerns


Leading Outcomes
 Scanning the
environment
 Developing
vision, values and
strategy
 Deciding
Priorities,
Resources,
Performance
 Ensuring
Delivery,
Evaluation,
Learning

Leading Individually and
through Teams
 Maintaining personal
values e.g. integrity,
trust
 Developing self
awareness,
knowledge and belief
 Coping with
complexity,
uncertainty, ambiguity
and risk
 Providing resilience
 Jointly partnering political and
managerial

GOVERNMENT

Leading People







Communicating
Inspiring
Adapting cultures
Enabling and
empowering
Changing behaviours
and supporting emotional
movement
Spotting and nurturing
talent

PARTNERS

Sharing leadership and
appropriate power relationship
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